**JANUARY HEADLINES - UNMC TODAY**

Dr. Harrison named chair of family medicine
Jeff Harrison, M.D., a key figure in Nebraska family medicine for more than two decades, will be the new chair of the UNMC Department of Family Medicine. (1-8-20)

IT to hold weekly sessions
The UNMC Department of IT Academic Technologies will be offering weekly one-hour sessions to discuss all things Canvas, Echo 360, Zoom, VidGrid, Poll Everywhere or Turnitin. (1-8-20)

InterCOM January
A message from the dean. (1-9-20)

GME Research Journal
Chancellor Gold talks with Chandra Are, M.D., about the first publication of the Graduate Medical Education Research Journal. (1-9-20)

UNMC sets record with extramural research funding
UNMC again set a new record for extramural research award dollars, hauling in just over $138 million for fiscal year 2019. (1-5-20)

UNMC: A decade of growth
On Jan. 1, 2010, who could have known how this decade would transform the state’s only public academic health science center? (1-23-20)

**JANUARY HEADLINES - NEBRASKA MEDICINE NOW**

Staff to begin education inside new center
Update from the CEO. (1-1-20)

Be Extraordinary Together
This month, we are taking an important first step on a culture journey that will last into 2021 and beyond. (1-6-20)

Family Medicine announces new chairperson
A familiar face will take a new leadership role within the University of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC) Department of Family Medicine. (1-8-20)

A call to action
Even if you don’t like resolutions, it still feels like Jan. 1 is a time to start something new. (1-8-20)

Throw away those old logos
The Marketing Department recently revised the Nebraska Medicine logo at the advice of our colleagues in Legal and Related Engagement Services. (1-14-20)

Learn how to have difficult conversations with patients
What goes through your mind when you hear the words “palliative care”? (1-28-20)